White Oak Reclamation (Mine and Loadout)
DAILY CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS REPORT
-- INSPECTOR -Date: 10/29/2003

Project: White Oak Mine Site

Supervisor: Wayne Helsel

Crew: 6 person crew
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Hours: 7:00 am

to 5:30 pm

Equipment: Two Dozers, Two Track Hoes, Three Haulers
General description of work performed, equipment/material deliveries, etc:
Continue filling in Pit D by dozer.
Continue filling Pit E with dozer, two track hoe, three trucks.
Ledcor wants to reclaim Pit D and E since they are in the shaded area. If snow fall comes, Pits D and E could
not be reclaimed this year.
Priscilla – The project manager Joe Lambert stated that no topsoil was required for the area where clay is
located. This is the southern most part of disturbed area. Plans are to re-grade this area and seed. There are
no plans to use this area for clay. It is suggested for Pam Grubaugh-Littig to come and visit mine site.
Jerriann Ernsten spent several hours at the mine site. Seed mix came in and it was wrong seed mix on
packing slip. She went to office to review seed tag. This could be a problem. This was the seed mix Ledcor
gave the supervisor Wayne Helsel to buy. This was the same seed mix Ledcor proposed in the meeting in
Salt Lake City on August 28 Jerriann Ernsten said.
Gregg, Wayne, and Randy - The supervisor wants to make the sediment next to Pit D deeper than the plan
calls. He would use the extra material to reclaim the highwalls. Is there a problem having a deeper sediment
pond? If anyone has a problem, let me know by e-mail.
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POTENTIAL ISSUES: Priscilla – The project manager stated that no topsoil was required for the area where
clay is located, southern most part of disturbed area. Plans are to re-grade this area and seed. No plans to
use this area for clay. It is suggested for you to come out here.
Jerriann spent several hours at site. Seed mix came in and it was wrong seed mix on packing slip. She went
to office to review seed tag. This could be a problem. This was the seed mix Ledcor gave the supervisor.
The same seed mix Ledcor proposed in meeting in Salt Lake City Jerriann said.
Gregg, Wayne, and Randy - The supervisor wants to make the sediment next to Pit D deeper than the plan
calls. He would use the extra material to reclaim the highwalls. Is there a problem having a deeper sediment
pond? If anyone has a problem, let me know by e-mail.
Visitors & purpose: Jerriann from DOGM.
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